Nevertheless, based on these function. On current computers, this approach works well three features, the goal of this paper is to show how RL for Checkers, Othello, and Chess. In these games, the search contributes to the improvement of a MC Go playing program. is sufficiently deep, and the evaluation function easily comTo this end, setting up the background of this work is puted to yield a good result. On the contrary, the Go tree is necessary: section II briefly presents the state of the art of too huge to yield a good result. Furthermore, the evaluation computer Go, and the point reached by Indigo project, then function on non-terminal positions is not well-known, and section III presents the MC Go architecture which can be position evaluations are often very slow to compute on either pure or extended with domain-dependent knowledge-nowadays' computers. Then, section IV presents the core of this study: the automatic computing of this domain-dependent knowledge. It B. Computer Go underlines the experimental vocabulary used by section V Since 1990, an important effort has been made in computer that describes the experiments. Finally, section VI sums up Go. The main obstacle remains to find out a good evaluation the results and describes the future work.
on the RL theory [11, [2] , [3] , [4] , it is mainly empirical: it is made up of three experiments, each of them being performed in the light brought by the previous one. Second, the last By observing that the best Go programs are ranked experiment presented here still broadened our understanding medium on the human scale, at least far below the level of the problem. Consequently, this work is not completed: of the best human players, a correlation between the size the results achieved are promising but still below our initial of the game tree and the playing level of the best programs ambitions. Third, this work is based on a particular archi-on the human scale can be noticed. The game tree search tecture: the MC Go architecture of our Go playing program paradigm accounts for this correlation. A classical game-treeIndigo [5] : the performed experiments aim at improving the based playing program uses a tree-search and an evaluation playing level of this program. Nevertheless, based on these function. On current computers, this approach works well three features, the goal of this paper is to show how RL for Checkers, Othello, and Chess. In these games, the search contributes to the improvement of a MC Go playing program. is sufficiently deep, and the evaluation function easily comTo this end, setting up the background of this work is puted to yield a good result. On the contrary, the Go tree is necessary: section II briefly presents the state of the art of too huge to yield a good result. Furthermore, the evaluation computer Go, and the point reached by Indigo project, then function on non-terminal positions is not well-known, and section III presents the MC Go architecture which can be position evaluations are often very slow to compute on either pure or extended with domain-dependent knowledge-nowadays' computers. Then, section IV presents the core of this study: the automatic computing of this domain-dependent knowledge. It B. Computer Go it was natural to study the breakdown of a position into Poker programs [28] , and Maven, the best Scrabble program sub-parts, and to perform local tree searches using intensive [29] , perform simulations during their games in order to reppattern-matching and knowledge bases [13] , [14] . The [30] . To obtain the quently, the sources of these programs are not available. evaluation of a given position, the basic idea consists in In 2002, GNU Go [17] , an open source program, became launching a given number N of random games starting on almost as strong as these programs. Since then, this program this position, scoring the terminal positions, and averaging has been used as an example to launch new computer Go all the scores. To choose a move on a given position, the projects. Various academic programs exists : Go Intellect, corresponding idea is the greedy algorithm at depth one. For Indigo, NeuroGo [181, Explorer [19] , GoLois [20] , Magog. each move on the given position, launch a given number N of Some aspects of these programs are described in scientific random games starting on this position, score the terminal popapers: [21] for Go Intellect, [22] for NeuroGo, [23] 10,000 9x9 random games are possible to complete on a ness of evaluation. Whatever the position, the MC evaluation, 2 GHz computer, then from 2 up to 5 MC evaluations per far from being totally correct, provides a "good" value. second with a sufficient statistical confidence are possible, This property is not shared with human-expertise-extractedand the method actually works in a reasonable time. knowledge-based programs that can give wrong results on Several strategies exist to speed up the MC process. One positions where knowledge is erroneous or missing. Furof them is progressive pruning [28] , [33] . For each move, the thermore, the variation between the MC evaluation of a process updates not only the mean of a move but also the position and the MC evaluation of one of the child positions confidence interval around the mean. As soon as the superior is smooth, which is different in human-expertize-extractedvalue of the confidence interval of a move is situated below knowledge-based evaluations. the inferior value of the confidence interval of the current
The third good property of MC Go is its global view. The best move, the move is pruned. This reduces the response MC approach does not break down the whole position into time significantly. However, this technique is not optimal. sub-positions, which is a risky approach used in classical Go Figure I shows how progressive pruning works while time programs. When breaking down a position into sub-positions, is running. Another simple strategy to select the first move the risk is to destroy the problem, and perform local tree of a game consists in choosing the move that has the highest searches on irrelevant sub-problems. In such an approach, confidence interval superior value [34] . This move is the most even if the local tree searches are perfect, the global result promising. By updating its mean and its confidence interval, is bad as soon as the decomposition is badly performed. MC the confidence interval superior value is generally lowered. avoids such risk because it does not break down the position This move can either be confirmed as the best move or into parts. The move selected by MC is globally good in replaced by another promising move. Hence, the best moves most cases. Unfortunately, MC programs are tactically bad are often updated, and moves are not updated as soon as they because they generally perform global tree search at a very are estimated as not promising. Moreover In 2002, our experiments carried out with Bernard Helm-was the perfect candidate to become the pre-selector: instead stetter, a doctoral student under Tristan Cazenave's supervi-of generating the best move, it was specified to generate the sion at Paris 8 University, showed that, on 9x9 boards, pure Nselect best moves, that in turn were input of the MC module MC programs ranked on a par with heavily knowledge based as shown in Figure 2 . programs such as Indigo2002 [35] . Given the architectural difference between these programs, that result was amazing. timescale is of importance. Considering the ratio by which enabled a MC program to play on 19xl9. Moreover, the the speed of computers is multiplied, a ratio of ten only move pre-selector performing local tree searches could prune enables tree search programs to look ahead one ply further, tactically bad moves. which will not improve their playing level significantly in The second way to associate specific knowledge and MC the next few years.
is, by far, much more interesting because it introduces the The second good property of MC approach is its robust-RL experiments described in this paper. Instead of using the uniform probability, it consists in using a non-uniform
In the following, we call Zero the PR player that uses probability for (pseudo-)random game move generation. This a uniform probability. Zero has its urgencies set to zero. It approach results from the use of domain-dependent knowl-corresponds to the pure MC Go approach. We call Manual edge. At this point, a few words have to be defined. While the PR program based on domain-dependent concepts that the term pseudo-random refers to numbers actually generated was built in 2003 by a translation of a small 3x3 pattern by computers, and while the term random refers to the database manually filled by a Go expert. We call MC(p) the mathematical property of random variables, we use these MC program that uses the architecture of Figure 2, [41] . Table II be generated with a probability as uniform as possible), and gives the results. we call pseudo-random, the moves generated by our domaindependent approach which uses a non-uniform probability.
board size 9x9 13x13 19x19 mean +8 +40 +100
The MC idea lies in performing a huge number of times % wins 68% 93% 97% a simple random episode to deduce a complex behaviour. In pure MC, the episode was a move sequence respecting the [2] ). RL is also known for the success of its center, and the 8 neighbouring intersections are arbitrary. Q-learning [42] . RL often uses the Markov Decision Process
The urgency of a pattern corresponds to the urgency of (MDP) formalism: an agent evolves in a non-deterministic playing in its center when this pattern matches the position. environment. He performs actions according to his own To decide stochastically which move to play during a policy. His actions make him change from state to state, and random game, each matched pattern and each one-liberty result in returs. The aim of the agent is to maximize his string bring their urgency to a given intersection. For each cumulated return in the long term. To this purpose, every intersection, the urgency to play on it amounts to the sum state has a value determined by the state value function V, of the urgencies brought by patterns and strings. Then, the and each action associated to a state has an action value probability of playing on a given intersection is linear in its determined by the action value function Q. The learning urgency. From now on, the episodes look like Go games, and agent either updates action values and state values according they keep their exploratory property. With a probability based to his policy, or greedily improves his policy depending on on domain-dependent knowledge, the means obtained are action values and/or state values. RL inherits from Dynamic more significant than the means using uniform probability. programming (DP) [43] However, experiment lb will use the same update rule as -RLPR = Manual + 50 experiment la but it will prevent determinisation by using a -MC(RLPR) = MC(Manual) -20 population of learners.
With a population of programs, learning is possible on
We may comment upon the off-line learning used in this l9xl9, which was not possible with one unique program. experiment. A is strictly inferior to 1 to garantee convergence In the whole set of programs, some of them learn withof Qplay. However, in practice, we set A -1 because we out determinisation, which is right. The convergence deobserved that, for good patterns, Qlearn converges to 0. pends on the starting program. When [45] . We depended on the initial conditions, and the optimum reached may hardly investigate on the way of playing, and on the was only local. This experimental result confirmed the thestyle of MC(RLPR) against MC(Manual), because both oretical result known on partially observable MDP 147].
programs share the same design, and their playing style Within the current debate between RL and EC, RL alone is almost identical. However, we may give some remarks seems to be able to tackle our problem almost entirely concerning the inside of the urgency tables. Because the (experiment 2). But, instead of using one unique RL learner, patterns used by Manual were created by a human expert, using a population of learners and a selection mechanism the patterns always correspond to go concepts such as cut and without mutation or cross-over (experiment I b) unwound connect. Thus, the urgency table of Manual contains non-the situation (experiment la). In this view, experiment I zero-and-very-high values very sparsely, and the intersection demonstrates the success of the cooperation of principles urgency computing process is optimized to this respect. A borrowed from both sides, RL and EC. The training method drawback of RLPR players, is that the urgency table is can be viewed as a memetic algorithm in which randomness almost completely filled with non-zero values with a smooth replaces the role of genetic variation. Furthermore, this continuum of values. The intersection urgency computing conclusion enriches previous results concerning the RL-vsprocess during random games cannot be optimized in this EC debate using Go as a testbed [48] . respect, which slows down RLPR players. Thus, to be Lastly, if we have a closer look at the results on 19xl9 efficiently used, the tables of RLPR players should be boards, how to account for the slightly worse results obtained adequately post-processed after learning.
by the automatic method compared to the manual method ? 
